MACHINING SERVICES

2293 WERTH ROAD
ALPENA, MI 49707
PHONE: (989) 354-5432
FAX: (989) 354-5325

W. G. Benjey has a full-range CNC machine shop
including modern 4-axis mills and lathes. This allows us
to easily produce complex parts that simply can’t be
duplicated on traditional manual equipment. Our largest
mill has a material capacity of 84” x 40” x 30”, while our
lathe can handle material up to 21” diameter by 26” long.

Our machining shop offers the following services:
 Contracted manufacturing of parts — WGBenjey will
manufacture your parts, whether you need 1 or 100. It
can be a one-time need or a long-term contract.


Duplication or repair of existing parts — Bring your
damaged or broken parts to us and we can repair it or
fabricate a new part using the old one as a model.
Given our engineering capabilities, we can often
recommend material or design changes to improve
the function or life of the existing part.



Design of new parts — If you have need of a part that
is no longer in production or doesn’t currently exist,
we can design and build it for you based on your
specifications.

MACHINING SERVICES

FEATURED EQUIPMENT
HAAS VF-9

Type: Vertical Machining Center
Material Capacity: 84” x 40” x 30”
Ideal For: Tool plates, large castings,
welded frames

HAAS VF-2B

Type: Vertical Machining Center
Material Capacity: 30” x 16” x 20”
Ideal For: Larger quantity production of
small to medium sized parts

HAAS ST30SS4

Type: Live Tool Lathe
Material Capacity: 21” Diameter 26” long
Ideal For: Larger parts with many features



(2) ADDITIONAL CNC MILLS — Including Leadwell models V40 and VMC40



(2) ADDITIONAL CNC LATHES—Leadwell models T7 and LTC20CP



(10) VERTICAL MILLS — MANUAL — Bridgeport and Beaver units



(14) ENGINE LATHES — Including a Mazak 24” swing x 160” and an
American Turnmaster 18” x 94”
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